
Word Jumble #1: Mammals of Fitzgerald Lake Conservation Area 

Rearrange the scrambled letters to form the correct mammal (all of which are found at Fitzgerald Lake 

Conservation Area). Then use those letters that are in boxes with circles to identify the animal for the 

clue at the bottom of the page. Have fun and good luck! 

 

1.      BCAKL   RBAE 

 

Clue: This big animal eats a lot of different types of food including berries, vegetation, and fish. 

 

2.      BATCOB 

 

Clue: This is a type of cat that has a short tail and big paws. 

 

3.     YECTOO 

 

Clue: This is  a wolf-like animal that howls. 

 

4.     EGYR  LRUIEQSR 

 

Clue: This is a large rodent that climbs trees and eats nuts. 

 

5.     EERBAV 

 

Clue: This animal uses its large front teeth to cut down trees to make dams with. 

 

Bonus:  This small grayish-brown animal eat grass and herbs and is really fast.      

 

 



Word Jumble #2: Mammals of Fitzgerald Lake Conservation Area 

Rearrange the scrambled letters to form the correct mammal (all of which are found at Fitzgerald Lake 

Conservation Area). Then use those letters that are in boxes with circles to identify the animal for the 

clue at the bottom of the page. Have fun and good luck! 

 

1.     VIERR RTOTE 

 

Clue: This cute animal is a really good swimmer and slides down riverbanks and on ice. 

 

2.      UEIPORNCP 

 

Clue: This animal is covered in ~30,000 quills. 

 

3.     COCOARN 

 

Clue: This animal looks like it has a “mask” on its face and is known for getting into trash cans. 

 

4.     MUOPSOS 

 

Clue: This animal is actually a “marsupial” which means that they nurse their young in pouches 

(like kangaroos). 

 

5.     NCPIKHMU 

 

Clue: This small, reddish-brown animal with black and white stripes likes eating nuts. 

 

Bonus:  This semi-aquatic rodent is a great swimmer and is similar to beavers 

in that they create lodges, though primarily from cattails not trees.      

 



Word Jumble #3: Birds of Fitzgerald Lake Conservation Area 

Rearrange the scrambled letters to form the correct bird (all of which are found at Fitzgerald Lake 

Conservation Area). Then use those letters that are in boxes with circles to identify the animal for the 

clue at the bottom of the page. Have fun and good luck! 

 

1.     NRIOB 

 

Clue: This bird has an orange chest and can be found looking for worms in people’s yards. 

 

2.      ANLCDAIR 

 

Clue: The male is bright red and this bird species can often be found at backyard bird feeders. 

 

3.     UYRETK 

 

Clue: This large bird, also known as a “gobbler”, is thought a lot about during November. 

 

4.     LBDA GLAEE 

 

Clue: This very large bird primarily eats fish and adults have white head and tail. 

 

5.     DRE  TEIDAL  WHKA 

 

Clue: This large bird is often seen perched in trees along highways and soaring high in the air. 

 

Bonus:  This large bird hunts primarily at night, has great hearing, and can 

rotate its head ¾ of the way around.       

 



Word Jumble #4: Water Birds of Fitzgerald Lake Conservation Area 

Rearrange the scrambled letters to form the correct bird (all of which are found at Fitzgerald Lake 

Conservation Area and spend most of their time on or near water). Then use those letters that are in 

boxes with circles to identify the animal for the clue at the bottom of the page. Have fun and good luck! 

 

1.     YPESOR 

 

Clue: This large, black and white bird eats almost entirely fish and builds large, treetop nests.  

 

2.      ODOW KCDU 

 

Clue: The male of this duck has a beautifully colored head.  

 

3.     AAACND SGOEO 

 

Clue: This bird is often seen swimming on lakes and fly in V-shaped flocks. 

 

4.     IESKGNFHRI 

 

Clue: This blue colored bird is often seeing “fishing” near ponds/lakes. 

 

5.     RTGEE 

 

Clue: This tall, white bird often is seen wading along the shores of ponds/lakes stalking fish. 

 

Bonus:  This bird is related to the Great Blue Heron, though is smaller, and it 

also has a color in its name.        

 


